Indiana University of Pennsylvania
College of Education and Educational Technology

Technology Day
Wednesday, January 13, 2016
Session Program
8:30am-8:50am Welcome Session

Welcome Address and Technology Day Overview – Beard Auditorium (Stouffer 101)
Bill Balint, Dr. Lara Luetkehans and Dr. Lloyd Onyett
9:00am-9:50am Sessions
“Multimedia Principles of eLearning: Putting Theory into Practice” – Stouffer G1
Dr. Crystal Machado and Abdulsalami Ibrahim
People learn more deeply from words and graphics than from words alone. The presenters will demonstrate how the twelve principles
of multimedia can be used to create dynamic and meaningful multimedia presentation for instructional purpose. THIS IS A HANDSON SESSION
“An Overview of Desire2Learn (part 1)” – Stouffer G16D
Nancy Evans
This session will provide an overview of the Desire2Learn Learning Management System and its capabilities. Faculty and staff who
have not attended training or who need a refresher are encouraged to attend. This is part 1 of a 2-part workshop. This workshop
utilizes an experimental D2L course. IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO ATTEND please send an email to nre@iup.edu by January 12
so an experimental course can be prepared for your participation. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“The Global Classroom: Using Technology To Take Your Class Around the World” – Stouffer 135
Dr. John Lipinski
Modern telecommunication technology and a little networking, it is possible to link your class with other universities around the
world. Visit global classrooms, bring in guest speakers, and have your students work on virtual team projects. There are countless
opportunities to bring the world to Indiana, PA.
“Advanced Features of Microsoft Excel” – Stouffer 138
Michael Rempel
This session will explore some of the more advanced features of Microsoft Excel including Conditional Formatting, tables vs. data
ranges, using the Name Box, Advanced Filters, Data Validation, Sorting, Flash Fill, Quick Analysis and much, much more including
my favorite keyboard shortcuts and Key Tips. (This is the first of a series of 3 sessions about Excel) If you have questions or
features you would like to see covered, send an email to mrempel@excel-bytes.com at least one week before the session.
“Beyond Google: Finding Historical Government Information on the Internet” – Stouffer 140
Dr. Theresa McDevitt
IUP Libraries Government Information librarian will show sections of an archived webinar from the Government Printing Office
exploring methods of locating historic government information on the web. Participants can expect to leave with a deeper
understanding of what is available and how to most efficiently find and access it. (This is a series offered by the IUP Library staff)
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“iBlog: How To Use It For So Much More Than Blogging” – Stouffer 141
Dr. Jim Lenze
The demonstration will show how iBlog is being used as an information and communication hub for Flick, IUP's new and hopefully
annual film festival. The iBlog site has become the main source of information and communication to the over 180 film submitters for
this year's festival. Emphasis will be on utilizing pages, posts, and plugins for information and communication with the site's audience.
“Got Media?” – Stouffer 254
Stephanie Keppich and Tyrone Jones
The Center for Media Production and Research (CMPR) provides internal IUP clients and external (off campus) clients a multitude of
production platforms. From website maintenance to promotional videos for your area, we can meet your media production needs.
Come learn how the CMPR can increase your outreach to students, alumni and stakeholders.
“Degree Works – Enhancements, Highlights and Benefits” – Stouffer 256
Marcy Rearick and Dr. Dan Burkett
Whether you are a seasoned Degree Works user or novice you will find this latest version of Degree Works full of enhancements and
information. New functionality provides the ability to further customize the requirements and the audit report, addressing many of the
'wish list' items that advisors and administrators have requested. Please plan to join us for this informational session when we will also
be demonstrating how notes and exceptions are communicating decisions to both students, advisors, and deans.
“Overview of the New Electronic Curriculum Repository and its Functions” – Stouffer 257
Lynnan Mocek
This session will be an overview of the new Electronic Curriculum Repository and its functions. This session is for faculty who have
not yet created a curriculum proposal in the new repository, or those who would like a refresher.
“Tablets in the Classroom” – Stouffer 258
Ben Dadson and Cody Toy
We all know that tablets are best suited for personal use, but, let’s face it, tablets are expensive and schools are on tight budgets. It’s
also an enormous feat to roll out a tablet program successfully. Come and find out how you can easily create a shared device
environment for your classroom. Learn about Apple’s Volume Purchase Program which allows you to buy several apps and deploy to
shared devices for your class use. See how we can help you efficiently deploy apps to your shared devices in the classroom. This
sounds like a great solution…spend less money, have students share. . (Another session about the use of special software on
laptops, tablets and PCs will be offered at 10am in this same room.)

10:00am-10:50am Sessions
“Promote Critical Thinking with Infographic Projects” – Stouffer G1
Briana Taylor and Theresa Wilson (from Saint Francis University)
Learn how to design an infographic project that requires students to analyze data and present the informational visually. In this
session attendees will explore the free infographic tool, Piktochart, and examine rubrics that can be used to assess infographics. THIS
IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“An Overview of Desire2Learn (part 2)” – Stouffer G16D
Nancy Evans
This session will provide an overview of the Desire2Learn Learning Management System and its capabilities. Faculty and staff who
have not attended training or who need a refresher are encouraged to attend. This is part 1 of a 2-part workshop. This workshop
utilizes an experimental D2L course. IF YOU ARE PLANNING TO ATTEND please send an email to nre@iup.edu by January 12
so an experimental course can be prepared for your participation. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
"The Art of Restoration: Using Adobe Photoshop to Repair Damaged Images" – Stouffer G17
Dr. Chris Juengel
As we move into a digital age, many of our original prints are being converted into digital copies. However, these photos often have
suffered damage over the years. This demonstration will show some of the easiest ways to use Photoshop to bring your photos back to
life. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION. Additional sessions regarding Adobe products will be offered in each time slot today in
this computer lab.
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“Using Pivot Tables in Microsoft Excel” – Stouffer 138
Michael Rempel
This session will explore pivot tables, an advanced feature of Microsoft Excel. Pivot tables in Excel are a versatile and extremely user
friendly reporting tool that makes it easy to perform operations such as extracting, summarizing, sorting, counting, filtering, and
totaling from information in large tables of data without the use of formulas. This session covers creating and using a pivot table to
extract different information from one data sample. (This is the second of a series of 3 sessions about Excel) If you have questions
or features you would like to see covered, send an email to mrempel@excel-bytes.com at least one week before the session.
“Twitter Time” – Stouffer 140
Casey Sirochman
Join, Casey Sirochman, point manager of IUP Libraries Twitter account in real time tweet postings, re-tweets, and likes on one of the
top IUP official accounts. Learn the who, what, when, and hows of liking student success in twitter time. (This is a series offered by
the IUP Library staff)
“An Alternative Solution to University Professional Development” – Stouffer 141
Dan Giannelli, Catherine Datte, Zach Hopkins (from Gannon University)
In the absence of a comprehensive professional training strategy at Gannon University, CETL (Center for Excellence in Teaching and
Learning), HR, and ITS are collaborating to devise an approach utilizing limited budgets and professional resources. Building on the
idea of Learning Communities used in our CETL, the focus of our effort went toward utilizing the content experts that serve other
professional roles at the University to develop and conduct classes supported by CETL, HR, and ITS. Initial concerns of
professionalism of classes and involvement by the University community were soon relieved and additional benefits were discovered.
“Record an Audio File Using Audacity” – Stouffer 254
Dr. Jennifer Forrest
In this session, the presenter will record a voice over audio file and show how to do some simple editing. We will be using Audacity
which is a free, open source, cross-platform software used for recording and editing sounds.
“Microsoft SharePoint Software - A way to Collaborate Within Your Organization or School Environment” – Stouffer 256
Dr. Terri L. Calderone
There are many features to the MS SharePoint software as a collaborative tool for teachers, faculty, and staff within a school
environment. A few of those features, such as the Calendaring, File Sharing, and Wiki will be demonstrated in this session.
“Stop SPINning Your Wheels Looking for Grant Funding–A Demo of IUP’s Grant Search Database”–Stouffer 257
Tracy Eisenhower
Have an idea for a sponsored project activity? Are you interested in finding external funding sources? Join the Research Institute and
learn how to access, navigate, and identify funding opportunities that match your expertise
“Virtual Computing – Accessing Software from Anywhere” – Stouffer 258
Ben Dadson and Todd Cunningham
The Virtual Computer Lab (VCL) provides remote access from personal PCs, Laptops and tablet devices to software applications
found on the PCs in the IUP public computer labs. This service is provided for all registered students, faculty, and staff members. This
session will demonstrate how to access the VCL and will also discuss the software available for your use. Have you ever wanted to
access a desktop while on the road, off campus, at a conference, using any device you had at your disposal at the time (iPad, iPhone,
Android Tablet, Windows device). VPN does not always work on some networks because of security controls in place on other
networks. Attend this session and we will show you how we can ease your pain while off campus. (Another session about the use of
special software on tablets and laptops will be offered at 9am in this same room.)

11:00am-11:50am Sessions
“Bring Your ‘Voice’ to Class: Utilizing Voicethread in Higher Education” – Stouffer G1
Elizabeth Shotwell
This session is designed to provide participants with the tools they need to begin using Voicethread in (and outside) the classroom.
Voicethread is an online tool that easily allows for sharing, creating, and collaboration. We will explore the different ways in which
Voicethread can be utilized in the classroom. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“Adobe InDesign and Interactivity: Creating Interactive Forms” – Stouffer G17
Rebecca Elinich
This session introduces participants to basic interactive form assets available to designers in InDesign CC. By the end of the session
participants will be able to insert form assets into an InDesign document and save their documents to be interactive PDFs. THIS IS A
HANDS-ON SESSION. Additional sessions regarding Adobe products will be offered in each time slot today in this computer
lab.
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“Blackboard Collaborate – IUP’s Web Conferencing Tool” – Stouffer 111
Nancy Evans
The Collaborate product is IUP’s Web-conferencing tool. Collaborate combines audio, video, chat, presentation tools, and file-sharing
capabilities to enable online synchronous interactions. This session will demonstrate Collaborate and introduce best practices.
“Where Can I Get a Video Recorded” – Stouffer 112
Ed Zimmerman
Check out Studio 1b for yourself to learn about this exciting facility. Ed Zimmerman, IUP Libraries Assistant Dean, will demonstrate
the Studio and provide additional information on other technology services provided by Information & Technology Innovation
Commons (I-TIC) at the IUP Libraries. Please note this session will require a walk to the library after a discussion in the
classroom. . (This is a series offered by the IUP Library staff)

“Working With Functions and Formulas in Microsoft Excel” – Stouffer 138
Michael Rempel
This session will explore how to correctly choose, structure, analyze, error check and evaluate formulas in Excel. You will learn how
to use the Clipboard when building formulas that include multiple functions. We will also discuss the most popular Excel functions
including IF, SUM, VLOOKUP,INDEX/MATCH, SUMIFS, AND/OR and others. (This is the third of a series of 3 sessions about
Excel) If you have questions or features you would like to see covered, send an email to mrempel@excel-bytes.com at least one
week before the session.
“How to Apply for a Technology Minigrant or Award” – Stouffer 140
Dr. Lynanne Black, Dr. Dolores Brzycki, Dr. Jennifer Gossett, Dr. Stephanie Taylor-Davis, Dr. Brandon Vick
Faculty that are interested in technology innovation, teaching with technology, information technology accessibility, and related topics
have a variety of opportunities to apply for funds to support small projects. Several of these will be discussed, along with tips for
successful applications!
“Adding Multimedia to Your Lectures by Making a Photo Slide Show or Simple Movie Using Picasa 3” – Stouffer 254
Dr. Jennifer Forrest
In this session, the presenter will take some digital photos, upload them, edit them, and make a photo slide show or combine the
photos with an audio file to make a simple movie using the FREE photo editing software Picasa 3.
“The Art of the Outline” – Stouffer 256
Dr. Daniel J. Weinstein
Dating to the dawn of the computer age, the digital outline is a technology so familiar we tend to overlook it. To raise awareness of the
far reaching utility of digital outlines as tools for thinking and writing, this session shines a celebratory spotlight on digital outlines,
outlining and outliners, demonstrating how networked digital outlines may serve students and teachers at all levels as dynamic
development environments for research and writing across disciplines.
“Effective Formal Writing with NoodleTools” – Stouffer 257
Dr. Lilia Savova
This session will demonstrate how NoodleTools, an all-in-one writing lab tool, allows for a better organization, documentation and
annotation of sources as well as for the development of written texts (e.g., academic papers and other formal texts) in a process that is
at once manageable, transparent and uninterrupted (e.g., work can be edited all the time to reflect content and structural changes).
Students from ENGL202 Research Writing have praised its usefulness highly.
“Teaching Content Courses in the Information Age: Issues in Design of In-class and Outside Class Learning” – Stouffer 258
Dr. Shijuan "Laurel" Liu
This session discusses issues in design of in-class and outside class learning for content courses such as Humanities Literature in the
information age. Advantages and disadvantages of traditional, online, and blended learning environments will be discussed.

11:50am-1:00pm Lunch Break

Lunch is on your own
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1:00pm-1:50pm Sessions
“Windows 10 and Office 2016” – Stouffer 101 - Beard Auditorium
Jennifer Staszak (Microsoft Market Manager) and Jeff Billman (Staples General Manager)
Windows 10 (the newest version of Windows) looks familiar to Windows 7 and earlier versions of Windows, and is better than ever.
With the most personal and natural experience that works seamlessly across all your devices, there’s no better way to get work done.
Learn about this latest operating system in this session. The Microsoft representative will also demonstrate new features in Office
2016 (the newest version of Microsoft Office). This session will be repeated at 2pm and again at 3pm.
“Zaption: Interactive Video Lessons” – Stouffer G1
Dr. Crystal Machado
Learn how to use Zaption’s free interactive video tools and ready-to-use video lessons to engage learners in higher level thinking
while they view digital content. The presenter will demonstrate how you can find high quality videos on any topic, browse through the
gallery for great ready-to-use lessons, and customize or create new video tours that consist of one or more videos with embedded
quizzes and open response questions. Learn how to share these video tours/lessions with a simple link, or embed them directly in your
LMS, blog, or website. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“The Basics of Mobile Learning” – Stouffer G7
Wenxi Schwab, Chanikarnda Komarakul Na Nagara, Nicole Buse
Students’ mobile technology ownership keeps increasing and teachers need pedagogical support to integrate mobile technology in
students’ learning. Effective use of mobile learning help foster students’ critical thinking ability across multiple contexts, through
social and content interaction. This session will discuss the effective practice of implementing mobile learning to create meaning
experiences for the students in formal and informal contexts. The opportunities and challenges of mobile learning will also be covered
in the discussion.
“Introduction to Adobe Premiere” – Stouffer G17
Dr. Brittany Pavolik and Jake Klingensmith
This session will introduce users to the Adobe Premiere interface and its abilities. After completion of this session, users will be able
to create a montage which can be used to create online video podcasts incorporating PowerPoint slides. (This session will be
repeated at 2pm) THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION. Additional sessions regarding Adobe products will be offered in each
time slot today in this computer lab.
“Using iTube in Desire2Learn” – Stouffer 111
Nancy Evans
Using instructional video in a course can help students retain more information, understand concepts more rapidly and become more
enthusiastic about what they are learning. Our itube service can help this process. itube is the IUP implementation of the Kaltura's
open source video platform as our Streaming Service. You can use the itube Service to insert webcam recordings, screencasts, audio,
and videos into your Desire2Learn course. This session will show you the steps to accomplish this.
“Wearable Technology – Google Glass, GoPro and Other Wearable Technology Devices” – Stouffer 138
Dr. Lloyd Onyett, Rick Bukoski (Penn Highlands Community College), William Kline
This session will explore how Google Glass, GoPro and other wearable technology devices can be used in education and other areas.
Google Glass consists of a tiny computer screen attached to a pair of eye glasses. Google Glass allows you to access the Internet, take
pictures and videos, send and receive text messages and email, and much more. GoPro is a wearable digital camera. In addition to a
demonstration of Google Glass and GoPro, this session will also explore other wearable technology devices including Smart Watches
and Virtual Reality goggles.
“Tools and Techniques for Promoting Academic Integrity” – Stouffer 140
Dr. Theresa McDevitt and Lynann Mocek
This session will view portions of an archived webinar that describes practices and policies that help establish clear criteria for
identifying and responding to cheating no matter how or where it happens. Participants will be invited to discuss tips and tools
mentioned and share their concerns and experiences relating to academic integrity. (This is a series offered by the IUP Library
staff)
“The Next Steps for Campus Information Technology” -- Stouffer 141
Tim Wilson (from Point Park University)
This session will discuss what the future brings for our campuses and the education of our students. Some topics of discussion will be
Information Literacy, Engaged Learning Classrooms, Predictive Analytics/Retention, Customized Learning, BYOD. This is a basic
presentation on the trends in Higher Education today.
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“Quick, Quick! Using Wikis to Schedule Advisees and in Your Classes” – Stouffer 258
Dr. Susan M. Sibert and Theresa Henderson
Quick, quick! This practical session for those who teach and advise will explore two wiki applications. When you leave this session,
you will know how to use a wiki to schedule advisee appointments as well as to support your classroom instruction. Bring your cell
phone so you can participate in using several apps.

2:00pm-2:50pm Sessions
“Windows 10 and Office 2016” – Stouffer 101 - Beard Auditorium
Jennifer Staszak (Microsoft Market Manager) and Jeff Billman (Staples General Manager)
Windows 10 (the newest version of Windows) looks familiar to Windows 7 and earlier versions of Windows, and is better than ever.
With the most personal and natural experience that works seamlessly across all your devices, there’s no better way to get work done.
Learn about this latest operating system in this session. The Microsoft representative will also demonstrate new features in Office
2016 (the newest version of Microsoft Office). This session is also offered at 1pm and repeated again at 3pm.
“NetSupport School Basics - Classroom Management 101” – Stouffer G1
Ed Zimmerman and Maria Barefoot
When teaching in computer labs, classroom management can be an overwhelming endeavor for faculty. NetSupport School allows
faculty to not only control what students do on their computers, but also provides tools to make teaching in a computer lab interactive
and engaging while keeping everyone on-task! We will cover ways to use this technology for classroom control, student engagement,
and assessment. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“The Application of NVivo in Qualitative Research Analysis” – Stouffer G7
Wenxi Schwab
NVivo has been widely used to help qualitative researchers in organizing, coding and analyzing their data. This session will be a
workshop on the use NVivo in coding different types of qualitative data including interviews, survey results, audio and video, and
social media. The session will also discuss using NVivo to visualize the data by using charts, models and other techniques. A
reflective discussion will be facilitated on the use of NVivo in qualitative research. (A hands-on NVivo session will be offered at
3pm in the computer lab in Stouffer G1. Try to attend both sessions if you can.)
“Use the Muse: Basic Adobe Web Design Made Easy” – Stouffer G16D
Annaliese Piraino and Ahmed Yousof
At some point, we all consider making our own website for personal and/or classroom use. Most of us, however, do not even know
how to begin, nor do we think we’ll ever have such time! This interactive session will show participants how quickly and easily basic
web design really can be using the newly released Adobe Muse! You will leave this interactive session knowing how to start your
website in Muse—as well a few tips and tools—to then further develop your new person or classroom website. THIS IS A HANDSON SESSION.
“Introduction to Adobe Premiere” – Stouffer G17
Dr. Brittany Pavolik and Jake Klingensmith
This session will introduce users to the Adobe Premiere interface and its abilities. After completion of this session, users will be able
to create a montage which can be used to create online video podcasts incorporating PowerPoint slides. (This session is a repeat of
the session at 1pm) THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION. Additional sessions regarding Adobe products will be offered in each
time slot today in this computer lab.
“Iblog – IUP’s New Blog Service” – Stouffer 111
Nancy Evans
iblog is the blogging service for IUP. It is hosted through Edublogs CampusPress and runs on the WordPress platform. iblog is open to
all active faculty, staff, and students at IUP. The service is also available to any IUP class, organization, or department. The services
offer personal and group blogs. This session will give a demonstration overview of the service.
“Google Drive Benefits for Teachers, Classrooms and Students” – Stouffer 138
Erik Kormos
This presentation will examine some capabilities of the Google Drive network, including peer editing, real-time student interaction on
live documents, sharing of content, Forms, creation of exit slips, and using the Google Drive as a home location for files. The mobile
apps for Google Drive will be discussed as well.
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“Helpful Tips and Information for Students Writing a Thesis/Dissertation, and for Faculty Working with Graduate Students
on Thesis/Dissertation Committees” – Stouffer 140
Brenda Boal
This session by a representative from the School of Graduate Studies and Research (SGSR) will cover helpful tips and information for
graduate students in the process of writing a thesis or dissertation, as well as for faculty, staff, and administrators seeking information
about steps required by the SGSR for final approval of submitted theses and dissertations. The session will cover: general information
on Research Topic Approval Forms (RTAFs), critical deadlines, common mistakes; procedures related to thesis/dissertation draft
review and compliance checks, important deadlines, and review of forms and documents necessary for graduation. Other information
includes submission of a student's thesis/dissertation to UMI ProQuest and steps leading to final SGSR approval of the
thesis/dissertation for graduation, as well as; publishing options for students via ProQuest and general information about IUP's
Dspace. (This is a series offered by the IUP Library staff)
“All Work and No Play Makes Jack a Dull Boy: Using The Shining to Motivate and Inspire Students” – Stouffer 256
Dr. Peter Sorrell
The presenter will discuss how creating a multimedia unit revolving around the movie The Shining has inspired a new level of creative
thinking among his students.
“Cool Teaching Apps to Enhance Learning”— Stouffer 257
Dr. Veronica Paz
In this session we will demonstrate several apps to enhance teaching. Some of the apps and tools we will cover include Doceri,
Zaption, Screen Chomp, Explain Everything and others as time permits. These tools are a quick and easy way to bring whiteboard,
screen capture and videos to your classes.
“A New View Through the D2L Window” – Stouffer 258
Theresa Henderson, Dr. Laura Strong, Dr. Susan Sibert
This session will introduce faculty best practices and creative applications for utilizing and incorporating IUP’s Desire 2 Learn (D2L)
LMS features for online, hybrid, blended, and traditional higher education classrooms. Come, and see a new view for creatively
cultivating a community of learners that fosters communication, collaboration, and critical thinking within D2L!

3:00pm-3:50pm Sessions
“Windows 10 and Office 2016” – Stouffer 101 - Beard Auditorium
Jennifer Staszak (Microsoft Market Manager) and Jeff Billman (Staples General Manager)
Windows 10 (the newest version of Windows) looks familiar to Windows 7 and earlier versions of Windows, and is better than ever.
With the most personal and natural experience that works seamlessly across all your devices, there’s no better way to get work done.
Learn about this latest operating system in this session. The Microsoft representative will also demonstrate new features in Office
2016 (the newest version of Microsoft Office). This session is also offered at 1pm and 2pm.
“NVivo for Dummies” – Stouffer G1
Dr. Crystal Machado
Are you intimidated by qualitative data analysis software like NVivo? Are you hesitant to give up those post-it notes and index cards
and shift to a computer based approach? Or do you just not have enough time to attend an NVivo workshop during the school year?
Whatever the reason, this hand-on sessions will provide you with an opportunity to upload a data-set (bring a file with text of any kind
on a flash drive) into NVivo, engage in very simple coding in a matter of minutes, and generate simple reports. (An introduction to
NVivo is offered at 2pm in Stouffer G7. Try to attend both sessions if you can.) THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“The Effective Use of Cloud Computing in Collaborative Learning” – Stouffer G7
Wenxi Schwab
The use of cloud has gained popularity in education not only because of the convenience of online data storage, but also because it
creates a channel to involve students’ collaborative and meaningful learning. This session will focus on the effective educational
practice of integrating cloud in engaging students’ collaborative learning across different contexts and devices. A reflective discussion
will be facilitated to wrap up this session.
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“Interactive PowerPoint Tools by PowerPoint! Polling, Screen Recording, Inking, & More – Lets Mix it Up” – Stouffer G16D
Annaliese Piraino and Ahmed Yousof
Teachers using classroom polling inevitably face blocked downloads, outside add-ons, and other incompatibilities that prove quite the
headache. Now, Microsoft itself offers easy polling, screen recording, narration integration, and many other features—all right within
PowerPoint! Newly released Office Mix (free to Office 365 users) incorporates “interactivity, analytics, and easy sharing” directly
within PowerPoint! Mix also offers inking, sharing, and other powerful classroom functions—and all by Microsoft, and meant just for
PowerPoint! This session will show PowerPoint users some of Mix’s best features, as well as where to find Mix, and how to
download. With Mix, you will never again fumble during lecture with diverging platforms or incompatibility issues! You’ll be Mixing
in no time! THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION.
“Colorful Data Representation with Adobe Illustrator” – Stouffer G17
Thad Dachille
In this session, participants will explore Adobe Illustrator’s Column graph and Pie graph tool, which can be used to make colorful
representations of data. Additionally, some of the primary features of the interface will be explained and the presenter will showcase
how to place vector graphics in a Word document. THIS IS A HANDS-ON SESSION. Additional sessions regarding Adobe
products will be offered in each time slot today in this computer lab.
“Teaching Apps for Smartphones that are Designed for Educators” – Stouffer 138
Erik Kormos
This presentation will feature the following apps: Remind, Socrative, and Evernote. This presentation will be interactive and show
attendees how to incorporate these technologies into the classroom for both teachers and students.
“Unclutter your desk and go Paper(less)!” Stouffer 140
Dr. Veronica Paz and Dr. Theresa McDevitt
Tired of searching through piles of papers for the document you need? Tired of having what you need be on the desk or the device that
you are not using when you are looking for it? If so, you may want to attend this interactive session that will enable you to stop
printing (as much) and start saving time and paper, by going Paper(less). In this session we share tips and tricks to transition to a
paperless office. We will share several tools/apps (OneNote, EverNote, Calendar automation) that can help you reduce paper and keep
track of the multiple demands we face every day. (This is a series offered by the IUP Library staff)
“Writing and Study Skills Bootcamp: Self-Assessment, Self-Determination, and Critical Skills for Success in Online Studies” –
Stouffer 141
Mary L. Onufer and Jacqueline Smith (from Carlow University)
The presenters created an online “Writing and Study skills Boot Camp” delivered within the context of the first course of an online
program. The Boot Camp uses a wrap-around approach that allows students to assess their own skills, create goals for selfimprovement, and access materials designed to develop skills already developed and available to all Carlow University
students through the Center for Academic Achievement (CAA) including synchronous and asynchronous tutoring. The Boot Camp
created strong independent students who took responsibility for their own learning and development resulting in the overall
improvement of student preparation and writing. This presentation will cover the materials and methods used to create the boot camp.
“Online Reporting Services and/or ireports - Which is More Useful to Me or My Department?” – Stouffer 256
Jeff Montgomery and Lance Williams
IT Services staff will provide a brief overview of each reporting service, and provide known uses of each in administrative
departments and academic colleges and departments. Time will be reserved for attendees to ask questions and provide their
experiences with these two reporting services.
“Advanced Features of Microsoft Word 2013” – Stouffer 257
Dr. Dolores Brzycki
This session will explore a variety of advanced features of Microsoft Word 2013. Most of us use the basic features of MS Word every
day, but often using some of the more advanced features would make our word processing tasks easier, save time, and give us the
ability to do things that we might not even realize can be done within Word. Among the items that will be demonstrated will be
headings, tables of content, styles, tables, insertions, and formatting.
“SSC Advisor Platform Information Session” – Stouffer 258
Dr. Michele Norwood
Implemented using 10 years of IUP academic history so student success markers specific to IUP majors are optimized, the Student
Success Collaborative (SSC) Advisor Platform is provided as a component of the university’s work with EAB (Educational Advisory
Board). The SSC Advisor Platform is a web-based tool that will assist advisors working with their advisees in a variety of situations,
such as course registration and reviewing academic progress. It is also a tool for use by academic departments, providing avenues to
reach out to students in a variety of venues. The session will focus on an overview of this advising tool, providing attendees with the
skills to utilize it immediately.
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4:00pm-4:30pm Wrap-Up and Prize Drawing

Wrap-Up and Prize Drawings (MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN) – Beard Auditorium (Stouffer 101)
We will have a drawing for some technology prizes at the wrap-up session. The prizes were donated by the Indiana Staples store. You
will receive a ticket at the end of each session you attend throughout the day, and you must be present at the wrap-up session to win.
Just before the drawing, you will have an opportunity to drop your tickets into boxes for the various prizes (you can put all of your
tickets into one prize box to increase your odds of winning, or spread them out through several prizes).

Prizes for the drawing were donated by the Indiana Staples store.
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